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Open Access: Where are we now?
OA Growth
Growth of items in Open Access Repositories

Number of Documents and Sources in BASE

BASE - Bielefeld Academics Search Engine (http://www.base-search.net/)
Records stored across all OARs

164,259,752 records across 2,531 repositories as estimated by OpenDOAR

[December, 2013 -http://www.opendoar.org/]
SPARC Europe Open Access Diary
COnnecting REpositories - CORE

Aggregate all open access content distributed across different systems worldwide, enrich this content and provide access to it through a set of services ...
CORE Portal

Search 24,345,180 open access articles

Explore Open Access scholarly papers from across the World.

CORE Mobile: Try our mobile application.

Repository Analytics: CORE analytical tools to support your repository.

CORE API: Offering programmable access to millions of resources.
Open Access projects you can both use and contribute
Open Access Tracking Project
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Access a world of open research with the Open Access Button community
What can you do to promote open access?
Talk to your professors

About our next publication... I am thinking of an Open Access journal...
Talk to your librarian

I care a lot about Open Access. Can we have a chat about the current scholarly communications system?
Make your voice public

YOUR Message here!
Involve your classmates

• Plan a session on Open Access during lunch time
• Create fliers with the benefits of open access
• Push for an institutional repository
• Push for an open access mandate
Celebrate Open Access Week

Register Your Open Access Week Event!
Planning an event this year? Make it count! Click here to add your event to the list of those happening around the world.

Register
Get connected
OpenCon

Conference Website: http://opencon2015.org/attend
Right to Research Coalition – R2RC

ACCESS TO RESEARCH IS A STUDENT RIGHT

LEARN | TAKE ACTION | RESOURCES | BLOG | ABOUT US

JOIN US & CHANGE THE SYSTEM

TAKE ACTION NOW
Grazie!
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